Portraits and politics in classical Greece and early imperial
Hamilton's collection of Greek vases, one John Elliot wrote to him as follows: 'Your collection forms one of the greatest and most admired ornaments of the Metropolis. Even foreigners come to see it. I have, with much satisfaction seen the advantageous manner in which these inestimable remains of antiquity are arranged. I really think that the national taste has received a rapid improvement from them. In place of the ponderous dull ornaments we formerly had, we now have the pleasure of seeing new embellishments daily rising up, where everything is formed in the elegant manner of the ancients. The furniture of even the houses is already changed. These improvements are totally owing to that choice collection which you have set before the public. In the most ordinary houses, in place of the unnatural, the distorted Chinese figures, we see the chimney pieces and cabinets decorated with vases equal to the Etruscans.' i The contribution of Hamilton's collection to both the development of the discipline of classical art history, and the rise of classical taste in late eighteenth century England, is a well known story. Less attention has been paid, by classicists at least, to the throw away comment at the end of John Elliot's letter, remarking on the 'unnatural, the distorted Chinese figures' that classical taste displaced. Elliot's remark represents a last passing shot in a cultural debate that had lasted more than half a century. Chinese culture had been the object of growing admiration in Europe in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, and even been promoted as a possible alternative to dominant classical traditions. The non-alphabetic ideographic script of Chinese had been advocated as the basis of a perfect, universally intelligible, language.
ii The selection of government officials by examination, following Chinese practice, had been advocated by Voltaire no less as a check on the arbitrary power of monarchs and a model for Tang China: the appropriation of art from religious-magical frameworks into more purely political contexts in relation to portraiture, which is the primary focus of this paper; but also the relation between narrative and naturalism, and the development of art theory and criticism which there is not space to touch on here. At the very least, these parallels raise some questions about what we normally claim to be unique characteristics of Greek art, and in particular the political and cultural factors -democracy and rationality -that have been held to explain them; and as such these parallels would seem to demand more sustained comparison. I will analyse each case on the same set of dimensions: first: the legal and normative frameworks which regulated the use of portraits as reward symbols; second, concepts of likeness and imitation, and how they informed both the production and the reception of portraiture, in particular in terms of physiognomic theory; third, the links between these broader social and cultural contexts and the specific iconographic and stylistic features of early Greek and Chinese portraits. xxxi I will conclude by suggesting that that parallel development of an institution of honorific portraiture should be understood in terms of parallel state-building processes in classical Greece and Han China, and that the differences between the two traditions can be accounted for by the different character of the states, democratic in one case, monarchic in the other.
Portraits and politics in classical Greece
Let us start with the Greek case and specifically Athens, about which we are best informed. Notwithstanding modern scholars concerns about whether Greek portraits are 'true likenesses', the concept applied by the Greeks themselves to images like the Requests for honorific portraits were made through proposals to the demos, or people, in the assembly, whether by the individual wishing to receive the honour or some representative for him. xxxv The request spelled out the rationale for the honour in terms of services or benefactions that the candidate had performed on behalf of the demos and democracy. Given the great honour, or timē, that a public portrait entailed, such claims were vigorously debated, within the assembly and the law courts, the key institutions of democratic governance. One of the descendants of the Tyrannicides challenged the award of an honorific portrait to the fourth century general Iphikrates, on the grounds that he was simply unworthy. xxxvi The orator Lykourgos brought a charge of graphe paranomon, the proposal of an illegal decree, against a certain Kephisodotos who had requested a statue for Demades, a leading orator and the primary mediator between Philip of Macedon and the Athenians in the aftermath of the battle of Chaironea. In the surviving fragments of the speech, Lykourgos pours contempt on the idea that Demades could be construed as a benefactor of the people, ironically suggesting that he should be depicted throwing away his shield, as he had allegedly in the flight from Chaironea. a broad gait were associated with aristocratic arrogance, the opposite of the kosmiotes and sophrosyne which was the ideal of the democratic citizen. In a speech from a fourth century trial, one litigant tries to explain away his 'fast walking' as congenital defect which he could not control and should not be held responsible for, not, as his opponents had suggested, a sign of bad character. Another counters criticism of his loud voice and fast walk by noting that in fact his actual style of life was 'more measured' (metrios) and 'well ordered' (eutaktoteron) that that of his opponent in the case at hand. xliv Perikles in particular seems to have been regarded as an exemplar of the deportment appropriate to democratic leadership. As described in Plutarch's life, in public space he manifested 'a composure of countenance that never broke down into laughter, a gentleness in his movements, a dignity in the arrangement of his attire subject to no disturbance by any emotion in speaking'. xlv This ideal of praotes, gentleness, remained current into the fourth century, and it is presumably this which is manifest in the fourth century portraits of generals like Konon and Chabrias modelling themselves on the precedent of Perikles.
Other looks were also valued, particularly in association with the kinds of intellectual attributes which were increasingly desired of Athenian politicians, whether in their capacities as orators, or ambassadors, or in the context of the increasingly complex financial management of the state, xlvi all roles which required the kind of text-based education associated with the Sophistic movement. A speech by an unknown sophist in the corpus of Isokrates instructs a young man about to enter into public life 'to habituate yourself not to appear gloomy (skythropon) in your countenance, but thoughtful (sunnoun); for the former will make you seem self-willed, while on the basis of the latter you will be judged intelligent (phronimos)'. were set up to encourage emulation of model behaviour on the part of political eliteseager themselves for such honours -and of the citizenry at large. Long after his death, a portrait of Sokrates (figure 11a-b), by Lysippos, was set up in the Pompeion, a large hall at one of the gateways to the city, which functioned, amongst other purposes, as a place of assembly for the ephebes. His thoughtful visage manifests the ideal of the phronimos, and he embodies kosmiotes in his pose, with both hands clasping the overfolds of his drapery, to ensure it will maintain its ordered disposition even when he moves.
l Something of the cultural logic which informed these emulative expectations can be gleaned from a debate over a portrait of the sixth century law-giver Solon, set up on the island of Salamis. In his prosecution of Timarchos, an associate of Demosthenes, on a charge of homosexual self-prostitution, the orator Aiskhines invoked a portrait of Solon, with his arm wrapped inside his mantel as an emblem of sophrosune, civic propriety, presumably something similar to the famous Lycurgan portrait of Sophokles (figure 12)
or indeed a somewhat later, possibly posthumous, statue of Aiskhines himself (figure 13).
Aiskhines invokes the statue in order to draw to contrast with the behaviour of Timarchos, who, he claims 'at a meeting of the popular assembly, tore off his cloak and leapt around half-naked, like some all in wrestler, his body in such a foul and disgraceful condition, liii Similar concerns about visual imitation and authenticity were also raised in relation to portraiture in China.
Portraits and politics in early imperial China
The vocabulary used in early imperial China in describing what we translate as portraits is more diverse than that of classical Greece, and there is no sudden marked conceptual innovation equivalent to the emergence of the concept eikon. In the Han histories, when the emperor commissioned a series of portraits of distinguished officials, we are told he 'tuhua qi ren 圖畫其人 -had their persons depicted in painting' and 'fa qi xingmao 法其形貌 -modelled their bodily form and appearance'. liv By the later Han, however, the most common terms used to described portraits are the homophones 象 Qiang, one of the imperial concubines, was married off to the chief of the Xiong-nu barbarians. The emperor had so many concubines that he was accustomed to select his companion for the evening by looking through a collection of portraits. Almost all the concubines, eager for imperial favour, had bribed the palace painters to depict them more beautiful than they really were, except honest Wang Qiang who was correspondingly painted less good looking than was in fact the case by the disgruntled painter. When the Xiong-nu chief, on a visit to the imperial court, asked for a Han wife, the emperor looked through his collection of portraits, and selected Wang Qiang as the least beautiful and hence most dispensable. When Wang Qiang was brought to the Xiong-nu chief to be handed over, the emperor was stunned by her beauty and manifest good character. It was too late to reverse his decision, but he did punish the five palace painters responsible for the portraits, all of them being executed along with their families. Notwithstanding these protests, the cycle of portraits in the Hongdu Academy seems to have gone ahead, although subsequently portraits of Confucius and his seventy two disciples were also painted on the walls of the Academy, to encourage the students, and perhaps to mollify the Confucian classicists. lxvi Exactly how these decisions were reached is not revealed, but on another occasion, when the emperor Ming had been asked why one General Ma, an extremely successful general who had fallen from favour, was not included in the line-up at the Cloud Pavilion, we are told 'the emperor laughed, and said nothing' -and that was the end of discussion. It is by establishing models and exemplars that the gentleman is made (夫法象立, 所以為君子). Of the various models and exemplars none is more primary than preserving an upright countenance (正容貌) and taking care to maintain an aweinspiring demeanour (愼威儀)…. The countenance is the external side of one's tally. The external side of one's tally being rectified, therefore one's emotional responses and spontaneous tendencies will be properly ordered (情性治). One's emotional responses and spontaneous tendencies being in proper order, therefore, humaneness and rightness will be maintained ( 仁義存). Humaneness and rightness being maintained, therefore, replete virtue is manifest (盛德著). When replete virtue is manifest, one can be a model and exemplar ( 法象). Key features of these processes involved increasing displacement of bronze by iron for tools, and with it the emergence of an increasingly autonomous and productive peasantry; increased urbanization, with craft production oriented towards the market, and the use of coined money as a medium of exchange and the storage of value. lxxxv All these changes freed up resources, including new kinds of cultural elites, which were made use of by political actors in creating increasingly centralised states, with differentiated political institutions: Kleisthenes in Athens, Qin Shi Huangdi, the first emperor, and his Han successors in China. In both cases, the creation of the new differentiated political order entailed the curtailment of alternative focuses of political organization, particularly those which embedded power in competing lineages, which cut against the centralization of state power and the creation of differentiated political institutions.
The development of portraiture as a form of reward symbolism played into these broader social transformations, serving a role in enhancing the affiliation of emergent elites with newly crystallising state formations. In both cases portraiture seems to have displaced other kinds of art objects that had functioned in a different way, and which had constructed elite status in terms of privileged access to the sacred or brute wealth, the two sometimes fused. In the Greek case portraits, whether as political monuments or dedications in sanctuaries, displace the traditional kouroi and korai which had assimilated an aristocratic elite to the gods and played a central role in the construction of prestige for kin groups in the context of funerary ceremonies at family burial grounds. lxxxvi In the Chinese case, the rise of portraiture is roughly contemporaneous with the final disappearance of ritual bronzes. lxxxvii Such bronzes had also been, in part, symbols of political integration, in so far as at least some of them celebrated gifts to particular individuals from the Zhou kings who were the nominal rulers of China. But they were symbols of a state which was integrated by means of the dispersal of power and authority to highly autonomous lineages, whose leading men were effectively independent rulers of the cities where they held sway. The bronzes were embellished with inscriptions which celebrated the longevity of these lineages, and they were used in exclusive clan rituals in 1785 -1985 , London, 1987 
